
So far as a Principal Mrs, Suggs thinks she
still has a lot of learning to do. She wishes
there was more time to individually talk to
other people to show them her vision of the

school.   

Mrs. Suggest genuinely believes that we
have the capability to be great with the

help of teachers. "I think we got to convince
teachers to push the students a little more

and see what they can do" 

Everything about Mrs.SuggsEverything about Mrs.Suggs

"I want every adult that walks through this door
and every student to know that we're going to
give them their best and their going to get the

best" 

How well do you think youre doing so far?

Sports

Favorite Qoute

When it comes down to Warrior
sports, Mrs. Suggs is one of our
best fans. She is very supportive

of every club and wants the
community to get more involved.
We interviewed Mr.Pacheco and
had stated "She very supportive

of clubs and sports wants
people to get involved 

When Mrs. Suggs had first gotten
the Job she went off a quote:

"Good is the enemy of great that
is one of the key reasons why we
have so little that become great

we dont have great schools
principally because we have good
schools. Few people attain great

lives and large because its just so
easy to settle to be good"

In the Future Mrs.Suggs
wants the school to be

more aesthetically
pleasing. Things such as
improving the bathrooms
and having better fields

for our Sports..

Future of ST



Ms. Arroyo
We  interviewed Mrs. Arroyo since 

 she's in charge of the Student
Council and she communicates a lot
with Mrs, Suggs about future plans. 

 Another person we got to  was interview
is  Mr. Pacheco who is  also in charge of

the Student Council. We asked him, "whats
a way that Suggs effects your classes in

a good way"?

One of the things Mrs. Arroyo said was "Mrs.
Suggs  wants to grow a stronger community
and get them more involved. Also the teachers,
she tries to get all the teachers to go to all the

home games which is a really good thing." 

InterviewsInterviews
Destanie Oneal 

We felt like Destanie would be a
perfect person to interview
about Mrs. Suggs. She does

announcements with her every
morning. She's also Vice

president of Class of 23. The
question we asked is. "Whats a

way that Suggs effects the
class of 23 in a good way"? 

 Destanie's replay was "Suggs
makes me and the rest of the

Student leadership council come
up with the best ideas to make

the class of 23' the best.
 
 

"She has an open door policy meaning she's
always there if u want to talk to her about
something, She is always giving great and

wise advice and is very reliable "


